ASSESSMENT & ACCOUNTABILITY QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

What is the cutoff date to test a newly enrolled EL student in ACCESS?

Andrew Bennett: If a student is identified by February 28th, they need to test by March 6th.

What is the timeline for applying for paper testing on the Alt?

Karren Streagle: The timeline is February 8th through early March - this was posted on the ISAT Portal yesterday.

Will there be student results from the new IDAA ELA/Literacy and Math field test?

Karlynn Laraway: Yes, but the results will be delayed until Spring.

Did I hear you say that the 2020 ELA/Math Alt is a field test?

Karlynn Laraway: Yes, it is an operational field test. Scores WILL be reported.

All 11th take the test, correct? Our high school counselor wanted to be sure that students that did EOC as 10th grade last year are still required to test?

Kevin Chandler: Yes, all 11th will be required to take the ISAT science test.

So 10th grade this year do not need to science test?

Kevin Chandler: Correct - Grade 11 is the only grade to take it.

Now that 11th graders are taking the new science assessment, are the ELA and Math assessments being administered in 11th grade as well? Or are they still to be administered to all 10th graders?

Kevin Chandler: There will be no change for ELA/Math tests. Science is the only one moving to 11th.